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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the course of his paper [l], A. I. Mal’cev described a certain algebra 
with two quaternary operations. Let us call such an algebra biquaternary. In 
my paper [2] the question arose: Does every biquaternary algebra have the 
property that the group formed by its invertible singular-y derived operations 
is transitive ? The answer is that it does not. A free biquaternary algebra on an 
infinity of generators fails to have this property, and by a wide margin; 
the group in question is not merely intransitive, but reduces to the identity 
transformation. 
The proof depends on the following preliminary theorem. The defining 
identities of a biquaternary algebra are in fact 
axxyz = z, BY.= = Y, 
paxyxzyxx = x, 
where /3 and 01 are the two quaternary operations. These identities, arranged 
like this, have the property that each right-hand side involves fewer operation 
symbols than the corresponding left-hand side. (Another algebra whose 
defining identities can be arranged this way is the equationally defined 
quasigroup). 
Any word in such an algebra which contains a segment which is of the 
form of one of the left-hand sides can be “reduced” by replacing this segment 
by the corresponding right-hand side. Now let us consider the singulary 
derived operation (T defined, given y and z, as follows: 
ux = yxxyz. 
Then, trivially, ax is always reducible (that is to say, it can be reduced as 
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described above), and the same applies to any singulary derived operation (T 
of the form 
(i) x -P something of left-hand side form 
It is possible that OX might always be reducible without u being of this 
particular form. For example, if the algebra has two elements, a and 6; if the 
defining identities are 
arxxy =-: y, 
axyy x, 
olxyx = y, 
(so that each right-hand side does indeed contain fewer operation symbols 
than the corresponding left-hand side); and if o is defined by 
then OX is reducible for every element X, although (T is not of the form (i). 
We might say that in the second case ox “happens” to be always reducible, 
whereas in the first case ux is necessarily always reducible because of the form 
of (T. The preliminary theorem mentioned above is that if the algebra is 
infinite, then OX cannot happen to be always reducible. 
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We shall use boldface type of denote ordered sets of symbols for elements 
or operations; to express the fact that f and g denote the same ordered set we 
write f = g. We denote the ordered (m $ n)-tuple whose first m elements 
are those of f (in order) and the rest those of g by fg: we do not use fg to 
denote the ordered pair whose first element is f and whose second element is g. 
If V is a variety and ,4 is a set, C7, will denote the free algebra of V gener- 
ated by A. We shall allow ourselves the not uncommon liberty of saying “s 
belongs to V,<” when we mean “x belongs to the carrier of IfA”. 
Given a variety V and a specified set of defining relations written out in a 
specified way, we use the phrase “of left-hand side form” to mean “of the 
form of the left-hand side of one of the defining identities so written.” 
For example, if one of the defining identities is written 
xxxy = py 
and if f and g belong to V., , then the element 
hffg 
of VA is of left-hand side form. Moreover, fig is the corresponding right-hand 
side. 
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An element f of VA is simply-reducible to g if f has a segment which is of 
left-hand side form and g is the result of replacing this segment by the cor- 
responding right-hand side. If there is a sequence f,..., g of elements of VA , 
each simply-reducible to the next, then f is reducible to g. (The sequence 
may have only one member, so every f is reducible to itself.) f is fully- 
reduced if it is not simply-reducible; that is, if it has no part that is of left-hand 
side form. 
A singulary derived operation of an algebra S is any mapping o defined by 
ux = s, 
where s is an ordered set of symbols denoting operations of S, symbols 
denoting elements of S, and the symbol x; the symbols being so arranged 
that if each occurrence of x were replaced by a symbol denoting an element of 
S, then s would denote an element of S. (That is to say, s must satisfy the 
“structural validity” criterion of Theorem 2.3 in [3].) For instance, if 01 and fi 
denote binary operations of S, and a and b elements of S, then x + ox/3ax, 
x -+ L$XXX and x -+ aax are singulary derived operations of S, whereas 
x -+ C&XC is not (it is, of course, meaningless). 
A singulary derived operation is invertible if there is a singulary derived 
operation that is its inverse mapping. (This is a stronger condition than the 
mere existence of an inverse mapping). 
III. THE CONFLUENCE CONDITION 
LEMMA 1. If a system of identities satisfies the following condition: 
(i) If u is of left-h an sa e arm, with u* the corresponding right-hand side, d ‘d f 
and if a segment v of u is of left-hand side form with v* the corresponding right- 
hand side, and ifut is the result of replacing this segment v of u by v*, then there 
is w to which both ut and u* are reducible, 
then it follows that 
(ii) If p is simply-reducible to r and also to s, then there is a t to which T 
and s are both reducible. 
Proof. Suppose that (i) is true, and let p, r, and s be as in (ii). Then p 
has a part u of left-hand side form, say p 3 cud, and r = cu*d where u* 
is the corresponding right-hand side. p also has a part v giving s similarly. 
We consider four cases. 
If v is a part of u, say u = avb, then s E cav*bd, which is cutd in the 
notation of (i). Then r and s are both reducible to cwd. 
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If u is part of v, the proof is similar. 
If p = aubvc for some a, b and c, then r =E au*bvc and s ~= aubv*c. 
Then au*bv*c will do for t. 
If p = avbuc for some a, b, and c, the proof is similar. 
Note. Condition (ii) may be called the conjluence condition. The biquater- 
nary algebras satisfy this condition, and so do the (equationally defined) 
quasigroups, as we now show. 
LEMMA 2. The defining identities of a quasigroup can be arranged so as to 
satisfy the con@ence condition. 
Proof. One possible arrangement of the identities is 
ppxyx = Y, pxpyx = y> uxAyx = y, bXYX = y, 
where CL, X and p are the three binary operations of the quasigroup. We shall 
show that they satisfy condition (i) of Lemma 1. Using the notation of 
Lemma 1, we notice that there are four possible left-hand side forms for u 
(one for each of the identities). Suppose first that 
u = ppxyx for some x and y. 
There are the following possibilities for v: first, v is part of the first x, the y, 
or the second x; second, v G u; third, v 5: pxy. 
The first case is trivial. If, for instance, x* is the result of replacing v by v* 
in the first x, then u+ - ppx*yx, where x is reducible to x*, and u* = y. 
Then U+ is reducible, via ppx*yx* to u*. (Clearly this result is not peculiar 
to quasigroups. For any set of relations, if v is a part of one of those factors of 
u by virtue of which it is of left-hand side form, the same argument holds.) 
In the second case, v begins with p and so must be either (i) ppaba for 
some a and b or (ii) pahba for some a and b. In subcase (i), pab L pxy and 
a E x, whence b = y and u* -= ut = y. Thus this case, in which v is 
simply-reducible by virtue of having the form of the same left-hand side as u, 
is trivial. (Again, this result is not peculiar to quasigroups). In subcase (ii), 
pxy I a and x .~- Xba, which is impossible. (What we have done is to show 
that nothing can be simultaneously of the form of both the first and the third 
left-hand sides.) 
In the third case, the only possibility is pxy 1 papba, which is immediately 
seen to be impossible. 
We deal similarly with the other three left-hand sides of whose form u 
might be. 
LEMMA 3. The dejking relations of the biquaternary algebra can be arranged 
so as to satisfy the conjluence condition. 
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Proof. The defining identities are 
~axyxxyxx = x, axxyx = x, #l3xyxx = y. 
We shall prove that these satisfy condition (i) of Lemma 1. The only case 
that needs discussion is where u is @xyxzyxz for some x, y and z, so that 
U* = x; and the segment orxyxz is also olaabc for some a, b and c, so that 
we can take it to be v. Then v* = c and u+ 3 @~yxz. From 
olxyxz = olaabc 
we have x G a z y G b and z z c. Then u+ s /3zxxz, which is reducible 
to x, and we have seen that u* = x. 
LEMMA 4. (The uniqueness of fully-reduced words.) If the defining 
relations of a variety can be written in such a way that (i) they satisfy the con- 
jluence condition and (ii) each right-hand side contains freer operation symbols 
than the corresponding left-hand side; then any free algebra of the variety has 
the property that two distirxt fully-reduced words cannot represent the same 
element of the algebra. 
Proof. Each word has an upper bound to the number of times it can be 
simply-reduced, namely, the number of operation symbols it contains. The 
result then follows from Theorem 3 of [4]. 
Clearly, the biquaternary algebra satisfies the second condition of this 
lemma, and we have just proved that it satisfies the first; hence the conclusion 
applies to it. (The conclusion also applies to quasigroups and to two more 
varieties defined by Mal’cev in [I]. 0 ne of these has two ternary operations 
and relations. 
/3cdxyxyx = x, apxyxyx = x, PXYX = y, 
the other has one ternary operation and relations 
&xxx = x; 
mxy = y, cxyxx = y. 
For each of these the confluence condition is easily checked, along the lines 
of Lemmas 2 and 3.) 
IV. THE REDUCIBILITY THEOREM 
We now turn to the result mentioned in the introduction as a preliminary 
theorem. First, let us specify the concept of a singulary derived operation a 
little more concretely than hitherto. 
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Given a variety I’ and a set d, let k not belong to -4, nor be an ordered set of 
elements of =3-m fact, let k not be constructible from A at all. Let A* be 
.4 u {k}. 
If f and g belong to VA* , let gf be the result of replacing each k in g by f. 
Then gf t VA, . We can now specify a singulary derived operation of VA 
concretely; it is a mapping 
N - f” for each x of kiA , 
where f is an element of FA, . 
We notice that 
(a”)= = a(b’). 
THEOREM. If VA is infinite, if g E VA, , and if gx is simply-reducible in V, 
whenever x E V, , then g is simply-reducible in VA, . 
Proof. Consider g written out as a sequence of symbols, each of which 
either denotes an element of VA , or denotes an operation of V, or is k. Only a 
finite number of elements of VA will occur in this sequence; therefore at 
least one, say x, will not. g” is simply-reducible, and so contains a segment of 
left-hand side form. Then g contains a segment p, say, such that p” is the 
segment of gz just mentioned. But x does not occur in p; therefore, p and pz 
are of the same form. Therefore p is of left-hand side form, and so g is 
simply-reducible. 
V. THE INTRANSITIVITY THEOREM 
The main result now follows, after two lemmas. The notation is as in 
Section IV. 
LEMMA 1. Let u, f and v belong to V,,, . If f contains at least one k, and if 
uf EE vf, then u G- v. 
Proof. If u contains no k, then u = uf E vf. Then v contains no k, 
because any k in v would become an f (which contains a k) in vf. Then v = vf, 
and so u = v. 
If u k, then uf = f; that is vf -E f, and so vf contains a k. Then v must 
contain a k, for otherwise vf would be the same as v and so would not contain 
one. Then, unless v = k, v contains at least one operation symbol. Then vf 
contains all the operation symbols in f, together with at least one more from v. 
This is clearly impossible, because, as we have proved, vf = f. Therefore 
in this case too, u ‘-1 v. 
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We now complete the proof by induction over d, the smaller of S(u) and 
S(v), where we use S(u) to denote the number of operation symbols appearing 
in u. 
If d = 0, then either S(u) = 0 or S(v) = 0. If S(u) = 0, then u E A*, and so 
either u = k or u E A; and so, as we have proved, u = v. The argument is 
similar if S(v) = 0. 
If d > 0, then u and v each begin with an operation symbol. Then uf 
begins with the same symbol as u, and vf with the same symbol as v; and so u 
and v begin with the same operation symbol: u = qu, ,..., u, , say, and 
v = vvr ,..., v, . Then uf = 7urf ,..., uaf and vf = 7vrf ,..., v,‘. Therefore 
udf = vif for each i. But S(uJ < S(u) and S(vJ < S(v), and so the smaller of 
S(ui) and S(v,) is less than d. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, ui G vi . 
Then u = v. 
LEMMA 2. If f contains at least one k, and if, for some n-ary 7, 
2 
f f 
= y21 )..., Z?Lf, 
then 
z = ?)Zl ,...) 2% . 
Proof. Zf 3 7&f . . . Z,f Fe (7& . . . z,)f. Therefore, by Lemma 1, 
Z=7)Zl”‘Z,. 
THEOREM. If A has an injinite number of elements, and if F is the variety 
of Malcev’s biquaternary algebras, then FA has no invertible singulary derived 
operation other than the identity. 
Proof. Any singulary derived operation of FA will be of the form x -+ fx 
for some f of FA,; which is the same mapping as x -+ r”, where r is the fully- 
reduced element of FA* equivalent to f. If the mapping is not the identity, 
then r + k. 
If the mapping is invertible, then its inverse will be of the form x -+ s” 
for some fully-reduced s of FA* . Then x + rx maps sx into x, for each x of 
FA; that is (rs)” = x. Clearly, (rs>O is not x itself, because then both rx and 
sx would be x. But each x is fully-reduced. Therefore, by the uniqueness 
of fully-reduced words, no (rs>” is fully-reduced. Therefore, by the theorem 
in Section IV, r* is not fully-reduced. Clearly s must contain at least one k, 
for if it did not sx would be independent of x, and then so would (rs>“. 
If rs had a part auuvw, then r would have a part of the form amnpq 
where ms = u, ns = u, ps E v, and q* = w. Then, by Lemma 1, m = n. 
But this cannot be, because r is reduced. 
Similarly we can show that r cannot have parts /Imnpq or /3amnpqtlh, 
giving /?uvwu or /3oluvuwvuw in the same way. 
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The only remaining possibility is that r has a part Pmnpq where 
ms -; OIUVUW, ns == v, ps k= u, and qs z: w. Then ms = npsnspsqs. Then by 
Lemma 1, m -1 apnpq, and so r has a part /hpnpqnpq. Hut this cannot be so 
because Y is fully-reduced. 
Note. The crucial step in the above proof is the “only remaining possi- 
bility”, where we deduce that ms = ,psnspsqs. We can do this only because 
in the relevant defining identity, in whrch the left-hand side can be written 
every element symbol inside the parentheses occurs also outside. (Quasi- 
groups and biternary algebras do not have this property; and in fact the theo- 
rem does not hold for them). 
VI. SOME KEMARKS ON APPLICATIONS 
In [I], Mal’cev studied two interesting properties of abstract algebraic 
systems, namely, the property that no two distinct congruences have a 
congruence class in common (properness) and the property that every pair of 
congruences commute (normality). In the course of this study he introduced 
three varieties, which I have called the ternary, biternary, and biquaternary 
varieties (the definitions may be found at the end of Section III of the present 
paper); and in pushing the study further in [2] I gave a nearly complete table 
showing the implications between (i) the existence of derived operations of 
these types, (ii) normality, (iii) properness, and (iv) certain transitivity pro- 
perties of the singularly derived operations. One open question was: Does 
a biquaternary algebra necessarily have derived biternary operations? The 
main theorem in the present paper enables us to say that the answer is no. 
Mal’cev proved in [ 1, p. 6, lines 27-3 I] that if an algebra has derived biternary 
operations, then its invertible singulary derived operations are transitive, 
whereas the present paper shows that the free biquaternary algebra on an 
infinity of generators does not have this property. 
In proving this I had in effect to solve the word problem for the biquatern- 
ary variety; and this turned out to be a simple deduction from M. H. A. 
Newman’s “confluence condition.” Because the same method shows that the 
biternary and ternary varieties and the variety of quasigroups satisfy the 
confluence condition, we have a solution of the word problem for the first two 
of these and an alternative solution of the word problem for quasigroups 
(which is already known to be solvable). 
The main theorem of the present paper (the intransitivity theorem) also 
has wider applications. From the note at the end of the theorem it follows 
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that the theorem is true for all varieties whose defining relations can be 
arranged to satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) Each right-hand side contains fewer operation symbols than the 
corresponding left-hand side, 
(ii) The confluence condition is satisfied, 
(iii) Any element symbol that occurs in a left-hand side in a main 
factor occurs also as a main factor. 
In particular, the theorem will be true for any variety whose defining 
relations can be so arranged that each left-hand side involves just one opera- 
tion symbol and each right-hand side involves none. The variety of quasi- 
groups is perhaps the best-known variety with this property. Therefore we 
can say that if, in a free quasigroup on an infinity of generators, with binary 
operations A, p, and IL, two singulary derived operations are each other’s 
inverses, then each must be the identity. 
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